
Trading Places     Lines of 3 facing lines of 3     48 bar Jigs 

 
This dance is progressive in lines of 3. 
The person on the right hand end of the line is number 1, 2 is in the centre and 3 is on the left hand end.  
The dance begins by trading by the right and undoes itself by trading by the left before the progression. 

   
1’s Set and Change by the Right (4 bars) 

1’s face each other across the set and set once to each other then give right hands across to swap places. 

3’s Set and Change by the Right (4 bars) 
3’s face each other across the set and set once to each other then give right hands across to swap places. 

2’s Set and Change by the Right (4 bars) 
2’s face each other across the set and set once to each other then give right hands across to swap places. It can be 
nice at this point for 2’s to retain their right hand hold and pull into the next move. 

All Right shoulder Do-Si-Do opposite (4 bars) 
With the person opposite pass by right shoulders, go back to back and return home 

All Right hand Star (4 bars) 
Everyone goes in for a right hand star 

 
All Left hand Star (4 bars) 

Swap hands and directions and star back to where the star was started. Both lines of three will be facing each 
other but will be across the set from where they started they dance. 

1’s Set and Change by the Left (4 bars) 
1’s face each other, set once then give left hands across to swap back to original place. 

3’s Set and Change by the Left (4 bars) 
3’s face each other, set once then give left hands across to swap back to original place. 

2’s Set and Change by the Left (4 bars) 
2’s face each other, set once then give left hands across to swap back to original place. 

All Left shoulder Do-Si-Do opposite (4 bars) 
With the person opposite pass by left shoulders, go back to back and return home 

 
Advance and Retire (4 bars) 

In lines of 3 take 4 steps in towards other line and honour. Retire for 4 steps 

Advance and Pass through (4 bars) 
In lines of 3 take 8 steps towards the other line and pass them by the right shoulder and move on to face a new 
line of three to start the dance again with 

 
 

                     Dance  written by Claire Stoneman in 2003 


